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Inherent schedule buffers: An approach to estimate risk in maintenance and production schedules 
Fernando Jaramillo A
University of Miami, USA

Within the Project Management discipline time buffers are commonly used to reduce the risk of potential schedule delays 
caused by known tasks in the critical path. Within the Production and Maintenance Scheduling disciplines however, 

the process of adding time buffers is a more complicated job resulting from the inability to differentiate and estimate the risk 
levels present within the tasks (orders) in the schedule. In this study, empirical correlations between workloads and process 
efficiency are used to develop a method to distinguish and estimate periods of higher and lower risk within a production 
or maintenance schedule. To this end, the baseline schedules for production or maintenance are broken down into periods 
defined by the number of orders active at the time, and theoretical lead times are calculated to estimate efficiency gains. 
The differences between the baseline schedule and the theoretical schedule accounting for the performance gains reveals the 
“Inherent schedule buffers” which in turn are used to estimate the following: The level of inherent risk mitigation present in the 
schedule, the critical orders (orders with no inherent schedule buffer and increased risk), and necessary measures to mitigate 
the identified risks.
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